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The goal of the conference is to improve the competitiveness of textile companies by applying modern concepts and solutions of scientific and development achievements, which are the result of considering current technical, technological, economic, R&D, legal and other issues related to textile technologies.

CONFERENCE TOPICS

1. TEXTILE AND TEXTILE TECHNOLOGIES
- Fibres, textile and materials of improved qualities
- Dyeing, finishing and printing of textile materials
- Contemporary trends in the apparel industry
- Technical and nonwoven textiles
- Composite materials
- Machines and equipment in the textile industry
- Fashion industry in the digital age, digital technologies, digital pattern design creation and 3D simulation

2. TEXTILE AND FASHION DESIGN
- Product style and fashion
- Fashion impact on consumers
- Fashion promotion
- Fashion and communication
- Fashion influence on production and company’s results
- Innovative approach to decorating textile products

3. MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY
- Management and marketing innovations in the fashion industry
- Brand management
- Design, management and business
- Design and marketing mix
- Market communication
- Fashion marketing
- Quality system
- Competitiveness and excellence
- Innovative process management in SMEs in the apparel industry

4. ECOLOGY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY
- Ecology in the textile industry
- Influence of the textile industry production on the environmental
- Saving energy and decrease of harmful products emission in textile companies
- Secondary raw materials and textile recycling
- Ecological textile
- Legislative in Serbian and EU

Invocation to authors, to submit their papers to suggested topics and related issues to the textile industry, and take part in the conference.
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Second Announcement

COMMERCIAL PRESENTATIONS

Interested parties in commercial presentations should apply to the Union of Engineers and Technicians of Serbia until 1st May, 2018.

FEES

Professional and commercial presentation at the conference up to 10 min and exhibiting, publishing an ad or a paper in the Conference Proceedings cost 150 EUR.

Exhibiting (2 m² – unequipped) or presenting for 10 min or an ad in the Conference Proceedings (1 page- black and white) cost or 120 EUR (the price increases by 50% for the second, third and fourth page of the cover).

OTHER INFORMATION

The third announcement about the international conference Contemporary Trends and Innovations in the Textile Industry 18, will be distributed at the beginning of February 2018, and will contain detailed information about the timetable and presentation instructions.

Additional information about the conference can be obtained in the Union of Engineers and Technicians of Serbia, Belgrade, Kneza Miloša 7/II:

Telephone: +381 64 15 03 053

E-mail: casopistekstilnaindustrija@gmail.com

snezanaur@gmail.com

Web site: www.sits.org.rs

PAPER/ABSTRACT SUBMISSION AND APPLICATION

Receipt of papers and abstracts with titles and a summary (up to 100 words) in Serbian and English, by 20th March, 2018. The application must contain author information: address, telephone, fax and e-mail.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Type the paper in MS Word (ver. 2003/2007/2010), Times New Roman font for:
- Title in Serbian in CAPITAL LETTERS font size 14pt
- Authors’ names (Capital and small letters) font size 11pt
- Organizations’ name(s), addresses, the first author’s e-mail (Capital and small letters) font size 10pt
- Abstract in Serbian and English and key words, font size 10pt
- Paper title in English in CAPITAL LETTERS font size 14pt
- Text and chapter titles font size 10pt
- Image, table and graph title in Serbian and English, centered, font size 10pt
- Literature, font size 10pt.

The paper is limited to an even number of pages: 4, 6 or 8 at most.

Accepted papers of at most 8 pages with attachments should be sent to the organizer by e-mail: by 20th April, 2018 at latest.

There will be a projector available to authors in order to present papers (Power Point presentations), a projector screen and a lap top.

Participation fee is 40 EUR. The domestic currency should be wired to the current account of the Union of Engineers and Technicians of Serbia no: 295-102020-87 Srpska banka.

Details considering payment in EUR. Please pay 40 EUR: INTERMEDIARY: INTESA SANPAOLO S.P.A.

/FIWL D 56A/ MILANO, ITALY

SWIFT CODE: BCITITMM

ACCOUNT WITH SRPSKA BANKA A.D.

INSTITUTION: BEOGRAD

/FIELD/57A/ SWIFT CODE: SRBNRSBG

BENEFICIARY: IBAN RS35295000000001020287

/FIELD 59/ SAVIJE INŽENJERA I TEHNIČARA TEKSTILACA SRBIJE, KNEZA MILOŠA 7A, 11000 BEOGRAD, SERBIA

The participation fee covers: Conference Proceedings in hard copy, welcoming cocktail, coffee and refreshment during breaks, lunch and participation in all conference activities.